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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Use Task A as a warm up activity. You can elicit language to see how accurately 

students understand and use prepositions of place. Possible questions: 

 Would you want to live next to a lake?  

 How close do you want to be to neighbors? 

 Is it important to be near shops and nightlife? 

 Could you live far from a city? 

STEP 2 – Students will complete Task B alone or in pairs. Correct their answers as a class.  

Answers: 

1. Many working professionals want to live near public transportation. 

2. My parents have a cabin right beside a lake. 

3. I grew up in the suburbs. 

4. There’s a pond not far from my home. 

5. I can’t live in total quiet. I need to be among people. 

6. Could you be happy living in the countryside? 

7. Do you have a gym in your apartment building? [Note: At could be used, but since the speaker 

mentions the building, it makes sense to talk about what amenities it has inside.] 

8. Between you and me, I’d rather live somewhere else! 

9. The children are at the park right now. They’ll be home later. [Note: At is preferred to talk about 

general location, especially places around town.] 

10. There is a garden and party area on the roof. 

11. Who wants to live by a noisy highway? 

12. I think it’s exciting to live among all different kinds of people. 

STEP 3 – In Tasks C and D, students will write a short paragraph and then share it with their 

partner for feedback. Final drafts can be submitted to you. 
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Task A. Look at the photos. Where would you like to live? Where would you prefer not to 

live? Do you want to be near or far from something? 

 

    
 

   
  

 

Task B. Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. 

1. Many working professionals want to live [near / nearby] public transportation. 

2. My parents have a cabin right [beside / besides] a lake. 

3. I grew up [at / in] the suburbs. 

4. There’s a pond not [far from / far to] my home. 

5. I can’t live in total quiet. I need to be [among / between] people. 

6. Could you be happy living [at / in] the countryside? 

7. Do you have a gym [at / in] your apartment building? 

8. [Between / Among] you and me, I’d rather live somewhere else! 

9. The children are [at / in] the park right now. They’ll be home later. 

10. There is a garden and party area [at / on] the roof. 

11. Who wants to live [by / to] a noisy highway? 

12. I think it’s exciting to live [among / besides] all different kinds of people. 
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Task C. Recall the ideas shared in Task A. Write one paragraph (4-6 sentences) about where 

you would like to live and why. Use at least THREE of the word choices below. 

 

 

 

 

Model:  One day I would like to live in a cabin by a lake. I think it’s peaceful to be in 

nature. I don’t want to be among thousands of people. You can be out in the country, 

but still live not far from neighbors. Right now I live in the city because I have to, but in 

the future I’d like to be closer to green grass, blue skies, and cool water. 

 
  
Your draft: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Task D. When you are done writing, share the draft with your partner. Give each other helpful 

feedback and offer corrections if possible. 

near  close to   next to  among  at 

far from beside   between in  on 


